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Rational design of DNA-actuated enzyme
nanoreactors guided by single molecule analysis†
Soma Dhakal,a Matthew R. Adendorﬀ,‡b Minghui Liu,‡c,d Hao Yan,*c,d Mark Bathe*b
and Nils G. Walter*a
The control of enzymatic reactions using nanoscale DNA devices oﬀers a powerful application of DNA
nanotechnology uniquely derived from actuation. However, previous characterization of enzymatic reaction rates using bulk biochemical assays reported suboptimal function of DNA devices such as tweezers.
To gain mechanistic insight into this deﬁciency and to identify design rules to improve their function, here
we exploit the synergy of single molecule imaging and computational modeling to characterize the
three-dimensional structures and catalytic functions of DNA tweezer-actuated nanoreactors. Our analysis
revealed two important deﬁciencies – incomplete closure upon actuation and conformational heterogeneity. Upon rational redesign of the Holliday junctions located at their hinge and arms, we found that
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the DNA tweezers could be more completely and uniformly closed. A novel single molecule enzyme
assay was developed to demonstrate that our design improvements yield signiﬁcant, independent
enhancements in the fraction of active enzyme nanoreactors and their individual substrate turnover
frequencies. The sequence-level design strategies explored here may aid more broadly in improving the
performance of DNA-based nanodevices including biological and chemical sensors.

Introduction
Supramolecular DNA nanodevices driven by external signals
such as strand displacement or environmental chemical cues
enable actuation of nanoscale reactions with precise spatial
control.1–9 DNA tweezers are prototypical such nanomachines10 that enable actuation in response to their environment for applications ranging from DNA-templated chemical
coupling reactions,11 pH-sensing to monitor cellular traﬃcking,12 actuated protein capture,13 and enzyme nanoreactors.14
While these nanodevices have potentially broad utility, their
performance is often found to be suboptimal when compared
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with idealized expectations. As a result, it has been possible to
improve the performance of DNA nanodevices by following
empirical design rules such as the insertion of base pairs
between crossovers,15 fine-tuning of staple-strand break positions,15 use of buﬀer additives,16 and manipulation of the
folding pathway.17 However, the field of DNA nanotechnology
is largely driven by the need for improved engineering rather
than molecular understanding to inform device design.
For example, while a glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
(G6pDH)/NAD+ enzyme/cofactor pair at the ends of the two
arms of the DNA tweezer-actuated enzyme nanoreactor can be
activated and inhibited repeatedly, the relative enhancement
between the two states was previously found to be under
6-fold.14 In an eﬀort to understand and resolve the basis of
this relatively modest enhancement observed in bulk solution,
we turned to single molecule imaging and analysis as a powerful means for studying nanoscale structure-function relationships in the underlying DNA tweezer.18,19 In addition, we
performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of single
tweezers in large solvent boxes using periodic boundary conditions (PBC).
Although DNA nanodevices are mainly comprised of single
and double crossover motifs composed of Holliday junctions
(HJs), a systematic study of structure-function relationships is
currently lacking. The DNA tweezer is archetypal in that its two
arms are each composed of two HJs and connected by a single
HJ hinge (Fig. 1a). Combining single molecule fluorescence
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Fig. 1 Single molecule characterization of DNA tweezer conformation. (a) Experimental strategy for smFRET. Top panel depicts the surface immobilization of biotin-modiﬁed DNA tweezer on a PEG/streptavidin coated quartz slide. The hairpin actuator is boxed and other structural elements
are highlighted. The bottom panel depicts the opening and closing cycles of a DNA tweezer actuated by fuel and antifuel strands, respectively. The
sequence details of the hairpin actuator ‘3T3bp’ in the bottom panel summarize our nomenclature of the tweezer used in this study. (b) Typical
smFRET time traces for the opened-state tweezer. The overlaid black and cyan traces are nﬁlter and HMM idealized data, respectively. (c) Typical
smFRET time traces for static (top panel, 72% molecules) and dynamic (bottom panel, 28% molecules) closed-state tweezers, determined by HMM
analysis over 100 s total observation time. Only molecules with active FRET acceptor (conﬁrmed at the end of each experiment by direct excitation
with a 640 nm red laser) were used for analysis. The right-hand panels in b and c depict the corresponding FRET probability distributions for the
molecules shown. Imaging was performed at 100 ms camera integration time. (d) Two representative orthogonal views of a typical molecular conformation from MD, corresponding to an IADMD of 5.3 nm (left), with the probability distribution of mean, µ3T3bp (right). The IADMD of 5.3 nm is highlighted by double-sided arrows in the orthogonal views of the tweezer.

resonance energy transfer (smFRET), MD simulations, and
atomic force microscopy (AFM), we dissected the sequence-level
origins of the suboptimal performance of our DNA tweezer-
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actuated enzyme nanoreactors. Introducing a rational design
strategy guided by smFRET and MD simulations, we improved
tweezer closure and tweezer-actuated enzyme function by imple-
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menting modifications to both the hairpin actuator and architectural HJ elements. Most significantly, both smFRET and MD
simulations show that the specific sequences of the HJs modulate the inter-arm distance (IAD) and conformational heterogeneity of the tweezer, which both can be reduced by a simple
sequence redesign. We anticipate that our rational design strategies – empowered by the synergy of multiple techniques
including smFRET, MD simulations, and AFM – provide general
guidelines for improving other DNA nanodevices that will
enhance their performance in future applications.

Results and discussion
The original DNA tweezer13,14 is composed of nine DNA oligonucleotides (Fig. 1a, Tables S1–S6 in ESI Section 1†) that selfassemble to form two tweezer “arms” composed of double
crossover (DX) motifs connected by a single immobile Holliday
junction (HJ) ‘hinge’. A single-stranded actuator element
bridges the middle of the two arms and cycles between
double-helix and hairpin conformations upon addition of fuel
and antifuel strands that open and close the tweezer, respectively (Fig. 1a). To characterize tweezer actuation and quantify
its closed-state conformation, we used smFRET to monitor
surface-immobilized single tweezers by total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) upon attachment of a Cy3
and Cy5 fluorophore pair to the ends of the tweezer arms via
deoxy(d)T3 and dT4 tails, respectively (Fig. 1a, see Experimental
and ESI Section 2† for smFRET experiments). The FRET pair
was thus situated near the attachment sites of enzyme and
cofactor to estimate their distance via the FRET eﬃciency. The
initial construct contained an actuator element with threethymine (3T) spacers flanking each side of a 3-base pair (3 bp)
stem capped by a 13-nt loop13,14 (Fig. 1a and S1†). While the
opened-state showed a single, zero-FRET conformation
(Fig. 1b), closure of the 3T3bp tweezer typically yielded two
distinct FRET conformations of approximately 0 and 0.2,
corresponding to inter-arm distances (IADFRET) of >10 and
∼6.3 ± 0.2 nm (Fig. S7,† see Experimental for IAD estimation),
respectively, that only slowly interconverted (Fig. 1c and S8†).
The zero-FRET sub-population diminished upon increase in
antifuel strand concentration, identifying it as tweezers
remaining unclosed despite the presence of excess antifuel
strand (Fig. S9†). AFM quantitatively supported the notion that
the 3T3bp tweezer can be closed only to an IAD of ∼6.3 nm
(Experimental, Fig. S18 in ESI Section 3†). To gain sequencelevel insight into possible structural origins for the large IAD
in the closed-state, we performed all-atom molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation as described in Experimental and Section 4
in ESI† of a model 3T3bp tweezer in solution under experimental conditions. The 13-nt closing loop of the hairpin actuator was excluded in all MD simulations due to its long
equilibration time. However, we observed that the included
hairpin stem remains fully hybridized throughout our
simulations, indicating that excluding its closing loop should
not impact the IADMD observed. Results revealed that the
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tweezer arms splay in a three-dimensional manner that is
facilitated by the long and flexible three-thymine spacers that
bridge the actuating hairpin, resulting in a predicted mean
IADMD of 5.3 nm (Fig. 1d and Movie SM1†). This structural
origin of the observed incomplete closure oﬀers a straightforward explanation for the limited bulk activity enhancement
observed for an enzyme juxtaposed with its cofactor at the
ends of the two arms of the nanoreactor14 (Fig. S25, S26 and
Table S9†).
To force improved closure of the tweezer, we redesigned the
3T3bp architecture by eliminating the thymine spacers and
hairpin entirely in a 0T0bp construct. While this redesign was
anticipated to bring the tweezer arms into the closest possible
proximity upon closure, smFRET characterization revealed
even poorer closure (IADFRET = 6.8 ± 0.1 nm, Fig. S10a†) that
MD simulations indicated may be due to interarm twisting
from crossover strain induced in this square-lattice design
(IADMD = 4.7 nm, Fig. S21 and Movie SM2†). Similar results of
DNA distortion in DNA nanodevices designed on a cubic
lattice that does not match the regular helical pitch of 10.5 bp
per turn of B-form DNA have been observed in other contexts,20,21 but to the best of our knowledge never at the single
HJ level, as observed here.
To relieve this lattice strain we instead introduced singlethymine spacers intervening each tweezer arm of the actuating
hairpin (Fig. S1†), which has previously been suggested to
mitigate inter-duplex strain.22,23 MD simulations (Fig. 2a, S21,
S22, Movies SM2 and SM3†) suggested a hypothetical mechanism for improved closure that was consistent with smFRET
measurements (Fig. S10b†) from a tweezer containing singlethymine spacers (1T0bp), which may have relieved the interarm distortion observed in the model of the 0T0bp construct.
Experimental implementation using a 1T3bp tweezer redesign
confirmed substantial improvement of the closed-state, as evidenced by 30% higher mean FRET (Fig. 2b). However, a significant low-FRET population in the closed-state remained
together with conformational heterogeneity and slow interconversion dynamics (Fig. S11†). We interpret the observed slow
FRET fluctuations as interconversion dynamics of the tweezer,
rather than eﬀects on the dye photophysics, since they varied
with the tweezer design (discussed later; compare, for
example, the FRET dynamics in Fig. S13 and S15†) without any
obvious change in the local dye environment. Because DNA
hairpins are known to exhibit heterogeneity in their conformational dynamics, next we tested whether ineﬀective closure
and actuation of the tweezer could be improved by redesign of
the actuating hairpin itself. In particular, we hypothesized that
the 3 bp duplex stem may be insuﬃcient to retain the tweezer
in the closed-state, so we extended it to a 4 bp or 5 bp stem to
enhance its predicted thermodynamic stability (Fig. 2b, c
and S1†). Both the 1T4bp and 1T5bp architectures indeed
resulted in improved closure, manifest in shifts towards higher
FRET populations in the closed-state that were well supported
by AFM (Fig. 2b–d). However, the 1T5bp design exhibited considerably higher heterogeneity than the other constructs
(Fig. S13†) and did not fully open upon fuel-strand addition
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Fig. 2 Optimization of the hairpin actuator element improves tweezer closure. (a) Two orthogonal views of a typical conformation corresponding
to the mean IADMD of 3.3 nm of the lower subpopulation (highlighted by black double-arrows) and the full IADMD distribution (right), predicted using
MD of the tweezer with only a single-thymine spacer and no hairpin (1T0bp), showing a substantially reduced IADMD compared with the threethymine spacer (3T3bp) and zero-thymine (0T0bp) spacer. (b) FRET probability distributions of closed-state and reopened tweezers containing
diﬀerent hairpin linkers—‘3T3bp’, ‘1T3bp’, ‘1T4bp’, and ‘1T5bp’. (c) AFM visualization of opened-state (top panel) and closed-state (bottom panel)
tweezers. Scale bar is 100 nm. The zoom-in images of the tweezers (42 nm × 42 nm are shown) are placed in the same order as they (highlighted by
boxes) appear from left to right in the ﬁeld of view. Please see Fig. S18 and S19† in the for an expanded ﬁeld of view. (d) IAD distributions of both
closed-state (solid lines) and opened-state (dotted lines) tweezers as measured from AFM images (IADAFM, top panel) and closed-state tweezers
measured by smFRET (IADFRET, bottom panel). The gray background guides the eye for comparing IADs of closed tweezers measured by AFM and
smFRET. The populations to the right of the dotted line represent opened-state tweezers observed by AFM (top panel), whereas the corresponding
IADFRET is beyond the sensitivity of smFRET (and observed as zero-FRET; bottom panel).

(Fig. 2b), presumably because the fuel-strand less eﬃciently
competes with the thermodynamically most stable 5 bp
hairpin. Thus, the 1T4bp design was optimal amongst the set
explored, although conformational heterogeneity was not
eliminated by this actuator element (Fig. 2b and S12†).
Conformational heterogeneity and long-timescale interconversion dynamics have been characterized previously for
immobile HJs.24 Specifically, single HJs were observed by
smFRET to exhibit diﬀerential thermodynamic preference for
their two distinct isomeric states, iso-I and iso-II, with slow
interconversion rates that depend strongly on ionic conditions.25,26 Indeed, smFRET of HJ1 isolated from our tweezer
and fluorophore labeled to distinguish the isomers (Fig. 1a
and S14†) showed a preference for adopting iso-II that would
be detrimental to the desired closing of the tweezer arms
(Fig. S14†). Immobile HJ sequences employed in structural
DNA nanotechnology have previously been enumerated,27 with
the J1 sequence of Seeman and co-workers exhibiting a strong
preference for the preferable iso-I conformation.28 While
numerous core sequences of HJs have been investigated
conformationally in isolation,25,26,29 as done here for HJ1
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(Fig. S14†), the impact of these dynamics on higher-order programmed DNA assemblies composed of multiple such junctions have not been analyzed systematically. In fact, while the
original tweezer design consisted of five immobile HJs
(Fig. 1a), none were chosen to be the J1 sequence in its stable
isomer. We therefore hypothesized that replacing the HJs with
the stable J1 junction designed to be in its preferred proximal
iso-I state may further improve tweezer closing.
Because HJ1 serves as the tweezer hinge, we first redesigned
it to be in the iso-I conformation, which significantly reduced
the heterogeneity in the tweezer population (Fig. 3a). Subsequent redesign of all five HJs resulted in an additional substantial shift towards higher mean FRET (the IADFRET
decreased to 4.4 ± 0.2 nm; Fig. 3a, S15 and S16†). As a negative
control, we redesigned HJ1 to adopt its iso-II isomer, which
resulted in a shift to a low-FRET region with increased conformational heterogeneity (Fig. 3a), as anticipated. We next
imaged both the opened- and closed-state of the fully redesigned tweezer with AFM (Fig. 3b) and found that the mean
IADAFM of the closed tweezers decreased to 4.1 ± 0.3 nm
(Fig. S20†). MD simulation indicated that redesign of all five
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Fig. 3 Redesigned Holliday junctions improve tweezer closure. (a) FRET probability distribution of redesigned 1T4bp tweezers. The HJ hinge was
redesigned to favor iso-I (1T4bp-HJ1-iso-I)), iso-II (1T4bp-HJ1-iso-II), or all ﬁve HJs were redesigned to favor iso-I (1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I). (b) AFM visualization of opened- and closed-state tweezers with all ﬁve HJs redesigned. Scale bar is 100 nm. The zoom-in images of the tweezers (42 nm ×
42 nm are shown) are placed in the same order as they (highlighted by boxes) appear from left to right in the ﬁeld of view. (c) Two orthogonal views
of a typical conformation corresponding to the mean IADMD of 1.1 nm of the lower subpopulation (highlighted by black double-arrows) of the
‘1T3bp-5HJs-iso-I’ tweezer (left) and the corresponding IADMD distribution compared with the three earlier designs as indicated (right; dotted lines
represent their means, µ). (d) Reduction in individual Jtwist angles in tweezer 1T3bp-5HJs-iso-I (red) compared with the original junction design 1T3
bp (black; dotted lines represent the means, µ, and solid, thick black lines highlight a Jtwist angle of 0°, which correspond to the planar conformation). Compared with the original design, the mean Jtwist angles of all but HJ2 are shifted (arrows) closer to 0° in the redesigned tweezer.

HJs resulted in a planar tweezer conformation that also brings
the arms into closer proximity (Fig. 3c, S23, S24, Movies SM4
and SM5†). This flattening correlates with Jtwist values for the
junctions adopting distributions that are on average closer to
zero (Fig. 3d). MD simulations additionally suggested that the
dye-linked dT tails play an important role in stabilizing the
high-FRET conformation via an inter-tail interaction across the
arms (Fig. S24†). This interaction was enhanced in the construct with the redesigned HJs, suggesting cooperativity with
flattening of the overall tweezer conformation. Addition of
excess of dA5 oligonucleotides in solution resulted in a shift
towards lower FRET (Fig. S17†), consistent with this hypothetical inter-tail stabilization.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016

To investigate how the preceding architectural redesign
improves catalytic function, we coupled the two arms of three
representative tweezer designs – 3T3bp (original), 1T4bp
(actuator-optimized), and 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I (1T4bp with all
five HJs redesigned to adopt iso-I) – with the enzyme G6pDH
and its cofactor NAD+ to generate DNA-tweezer actuated nanoreactors.14 Utilizing a PMS/resazurin coupled reaction we
monitored the G6pDH activity in bulk solution by fluorescence
(Fig. 4a and ESI Section 5†). Compared to the original 3T3bp
nanoreactor, 1T4bp enhanced the reaction rate by ∼2-fold,
whereas 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I enhanced the rate by ∼3-fold
(Fig. 4b, S25 and S26†). To probe the mechanism underlying
these enhancements, we optimized our fluorescent assay to
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Fig. 4 Characterization of enzyme nanoreactor activity in bulk and at the single molecule level using a G6pDH/NAD+ enzyme/cofactor pair. (a)
Detection of enzyme activity is enabled by a PMS/resazurin coupled assay in which the NAD+ is reduced to NADH by G6pDH, followed by PMS-catalyzed electron transfer from NADH to resazurin to produce the ﬂuorescent resoruﬁn. (b) Relative bulk activity of the G6pDH/NAD+-coupled original
(3T3bp), linker-optimized (1T4bp), and junction-redesigned (1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I) tweezers. (c) Time traces for single nanoreactors with diﬀerent
tweezer designs. Each resoruﬁn conversion leads to a single ﬂuorescent spike. Five random 5 min-long traces from each tweezers were concatenated. The alternating gray and light-gray pattern highlights individual molecules in the concatenated traces. The horizontal dotted-lines represent
an intensity threshold (chosen as mean + 8 × standard deviation, SD). (d) Fraction of all enzyme nanoreactors of a particular tweezer design producing ﬂuorescent spikes above the threshold (≥4 spikes above the dotted line in panel c). For the “Neg. Control” lacking G6p, an average from all
three tweezer designs is reported. (e) Cumulative frequency of the inter-spike interval (ISI). These data are best ﬁtted with double-exponential
increase functions, yielding two time constants (τ1 and τ2). (f ) Comparison of the short ISIs (τ1) extracted from the plot in panel e, reﬂecting the most
active enzyme sub-states. Please note that the negative control shows a ∼2.5-fold longer ISI from spontaneously generated resoruﬁn. The 1T4bp
tweezers with all HJs redesigned (1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I) demonstrated the shortest ISI (*P < 0.05 and **P < 0.05).
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reach single molecule sensitivity when detected by TIRFM
(Fig. S27 in ESI Section 6†). Since the diﬀusion of resorufin is
rather fast, 10% (w/v) PEG8000 in the imaging buﬀer (see
Experimental for an estimation of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient and
elapsed time of resorufin) was used to detect single catalytic
turnovers at 35 ms camera integration time in the form of
single fluorescence spikes30 (Fig. 4c and S27†). We note that
due to the low concentration of resazurin (50 nM, Table S10†)
used to avoid a high background, a slow turnover rate and low,
easily detected spike frequency are expected (Fig. S27 and
S28†). Compared to a control without substrate, the fluorescence spikes were noticeably more frequent (Fig. 4c). After
applying an empirical intensity threshold to distinguish from
noise (Fig. S27†), we found that only a subset (∼20%) of 3T3
bp nanoreactors were active (Fig. 4d). This observation is likely
due to heterogeneity in enzyme orientation on the tweezer arm
due to non-specific lysine–DNA conjugation. We note that controlling the enzyme orientation on the nanodevice is not trivial
and will have to await future developments. In addition, due to
the low concentration of resazurin used (50 nM, Table S10†)
and our empirically informed intensity threshold to determine
the fraction of active molecules, it is likely that we have
excluded some minimally active nanoreactors. However, our
relative comparison of the fraction of active enzymes among
diﬀerent tweezer designs is independent of such technical
limitations.
Accordingly, increasing numbers of nanoreactors became
active with improved closure: 28% for 1T4bp and 32% for
1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I (Fig. 4d). The average spike frequency per
molecule was similar (0.021 s−1) for the 3T3bp and 1T4bp
tweezers and increased to 0.024 s−1 for 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I
(Fig. S29†). We further discovered bursting among these spikes
that we dissected by spike train analysis31 (Fig. S29†), plotting
the cumulative population distribution of inter-spike intervals
(ISIs) for each tweezer design normalized to the total fraction
of active nanoreactors (Fig. 4e). These data were best fitted
with double-exponentials, revealing (at least) two populations:
one with a relatively short average ISI (τ1), the other with a relatively longer average ISI (τ2). In accord with previous single
molecule studies of enzymes,30,32,33 we interpret these two
populations as distinct enzyme conformational sub-states. The
population with short ISIs corresponds to enzymes in an
optimal catalytic conformation (Fig. 4f ), whereas the population of longer ISIs corresponds to enzymes in non-optimal,
catalytically less active conformations (Fig. S30†). Strikingly,
the mean short ISI (τ1), or wait time between catalytic events of
highly active enzymes, did not change from the 3T3bp to the
1T4bp tweezer, but decreased (from 2.7 ± 0.2 s for 1T4bp to
2.0 ± 0.2 s for 1T4bp-5HJs-iso-I) with the redesigned HJs of 1T4
bp (Fig. 4f ). Our single molecule observations thus suggest
that we have discovered two independent mechanisms for
improving nanoreactor performance: (i) a greater number of
nanoreactors reach the critical IAD distance needed for activating their coupled enzyme with its cofactor due to improved
closure upon optimized design of the actuator hairpin; and (ii)
more frequent substrate turnover is achieved when stabilizing
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interarm tail–tail interactions are implemented that lead to
straighter tweezer arms resulting from improved HJ sequence
design.

Experimental
Materials
Enzyme. Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6pDH,
Leuconostoc mesenteroides) was purchased from Sigma
(St. Louis, MO, USA).
DNA oligonucleotides. All modified and unmodified DNA
oligonucleotides were ordered from Integrated DNA technologies (IDT, Coralville, IA, USA). Cy3- and Cy5-labeled oligonucleotides were HPLC-purified by the manufacturer.
Crosslinking reagents. N-Succinimidyl 3-(2-pyridyldithio)propionate (SPDP) was ordered from Pierce. Disuccinimidyl
suberate (DSS), N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA), and
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from Sigma.
NAD+. β-Nicotinamide-N6-(2-aminoethyl) adenine dinucleotide (6AE-NAD+ or AE-NAD+) was ordered from BIOLOG
(Bremen, Germany). Unmodified NAD+ was ordered from
Sigma.
Substrates and activity assay reagents. Glucose-6-phosphate
(G6p), resazurin (RESA), and phenazine methosulfate (PMS)
were purchased from Sigma.
Design, assembly, and bulk characterization of DNA tweezers
DNA tweezer design. The detailed sequences of the DNA
tweezers are shown in Tables S1–S5.† The computer program
of Tiamat (http://yanlab.asu.edu/Resources.html) was used to
facilitate the structure design. The design is based on one previously described14 except that TB1 is labeled with biotin at
3′ end.
Denaturing PAGE purification of oligonucleotides. Oligonucleotides purchased from IDT were purified using the same
method as described.34
DNA tweezer assembly. The DNA strands constituting each
DNA structure were mixed in 1× TAE-Mg2+ buﬀer (40 mM Tris,
20 mM acetic acid, 2 mM EDTA and 12.5 mM magnesium
acetate, pH 8.0) to reach a final concentration of 0.5 µM per
strand, except for the NAD+-conjugated DNA strands, which
were added to the mixture at a final concentration of 0.75 µM,
and the fuel strands, which were added at a final concentration
of 1 µM. All samples were annealed in an Eppendorf Mastercycler using an annealing protocol as described.14 The formation of the DNA structures was characterized by native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). For single molecule
measurements, tweezer samples were further purified by
running a 5% native PAGE for 2 h at a constant voltage of
200 V; the major bands representing assembled DNA tweezers
were visualized by UV-shadowing and cut from the gel,
chopped into small pieces, and incubated for 1 h in 1×
TAE-Mg2+ buﬀer. The DNA nanostructures were extracted from
the gel pieces by centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 10 min using a
Costar Spin X filtration device (Corning, cellulose acetate
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membrane with 0.22 µm size). DNA nanostructures were collected in 1× TAE-Mg2+ buﬀer and concentrations were
measured by UV absorbance at 260 nm using the extinction
coeﬃcient (Table S6†) estimated by the IDT Biophysics analyzer
(http://biophysics.idtdna.com/UVSpectrum.html).
Samples
for bulk measurements were assembled with regular T3 and
TP8 strands without fluorescent dyes. Samples for single molecule measurements were assembled with Cy3/Cy5-labeled
strands.
Isolated Holliday junction (HJ) assembly. The isolated
Holliday junction “hinge” (HJ1) was assembled similarly to the
DNA tweezers. The detailed sequence is provided in Table S5.†
The T5 strand was modified with biotin to enable surface
capture for single molecule experiments. In Labeling
Scheme-I, the T3 and T6 strands were modified with Cy3 and
Cy5, respectively. In Labeling Scheme-II, the TP2 and T6
strands were modified with Cy3 and Cy5, respectively.
Preparation, purification, and characterization of protein–
DNA conjugates. Preparation, SPDP crosslinking conjugation,
FPLC purification and characterization steps of protein–DNA
conjugates were the same as described.34 The protocol was
optimized to purify protein with two conjugated DNA oligonucleotides. Briefly, SPDP conjugation chemistry was used
to crosslink G6pDH with a 5′thiol-modified DNA oligonucleotide (5′-HS-TTTTTCCCTCCCTCC). To allow aminereactive N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters to react with the
lysine residues on the G6pDH surface, a 500 μL of 40 μM
G6pDH was first reacted with a 2-fold excess of SPDP in
10 mM sodium HEPES ( pH 8–8.5) for one hour. Excess SPDP
was removed by washing, and purified using Amicon filters
(30 kD cutoﬀ ). The SPDP-modified G6pDH was conjugated to
a 7-fold excess of thiol-modified oligonucleotide through a disulfide bond exchange of the activated pyridyldithiol group.
The reaction mixture was incubated in 10 mM sodium HEPES
( pH 8–8.5) for one hour. The coupling eﬃciency was evaluated
by monitoring the increase in absorbance at 343 nm due to
the release of pyridine-2 thione (extinction coeﬃcient: 8080
M−1 cm−1). A homogeneous mixture of G6pDH–DNA conjugate
with an average labeling ratio of ∼2 DNA oligonucleotides per
G6pDH was purified by anion exchange chromatography using
AKTA fast-protein liquid chromatography (FPLC, GE Healthcare) as described.34
Preparation, purification and characterization of NAD+–DNA
conjugates. The method for the conjugation and HPLC
purification was similar to that reported in previous
publications.14,34
Protein–DNA tweezer assembly and purification. As
described in a previous publication,14 a 3-fold molar excess of
oligonucleotide-conjugated G6pDH was added to the preannealed tweezer structures and mixed well. Proteins were
assembled by using a 1 h annealing protocol: the temperature
was decreased from 37 °C to 10 °C and held at 4 °C using the
established protocol.14 Excess G6pDH-oligonucleotide was
removed using monomeric avidin resin (Pierce) and biotinlabeled tweezers; the protein was eluted with 2 mM biotin at a
recovery yield of ∼30%.
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Native gel characterization of the purified assembly. 3%
non-denaturing PAGE was performed at room temperature
over 2–2.5 h at a constant voltage of 200 V, and the gel subsequently stained with ethidium bromide. The purified
protein–DNA tweezers were quantified by absorbance at
260 nm and concentrations were calculated with estimated
extinction coeﬃcients (Table S6†).
Single molecule FRET (smFRET) characterization of DNA
tweezers
Preparation of tweezers for smFRET. DNA tweezers containing Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophores on separate arms were prepared
to monitor the opening and closing by smFRET. The tweezer
was biotinylated on the TB1 strand to allow immobilization on
streptavidin-coated microscope slides for single molecule
study. Please see above for the tweezer assembly protocol.
Preparation of microscope slides and execution of smFRET
experiments. PEGylated quartz slides were prepared using previously published procedures.35 Briefly, the slides were reacted
with aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) in acetone for
30 min to generate an amino-functionalized surface followed
by a 3 h reaction with a 10 : 1 mixture of succinimidyl esterfunctionalized O-methyl-PEG and biotin-PEG. The remaining
unreacted amines on the quartz slides were removed by
adding sulfo-disuccinimidyl tartrate for 30 min. A single flowchannel per slide was assembled using double-sided sticky
tape and a glass coverslip. We added a solution of 0.2 mg ml−1
streptavidin in 1× T50 buﬀer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 50 mM
NaCl) to the channel and incubated for ∼3 min at room temperature to capture DNA tweezers via the biotin/streptavidin
interaction.
smFRET analysis. Unless otherwise noted, the doubly
labeled DNA tweezers (∼5 nM) were incubated with ∼0.5–1 µM
antifuel or fuel strand in 5 µL 1× TAE-Mg2+ buﬀer for ∼5 min
at room temperature to close/reopen the tweezer. The sample
was further diluted to a concentration of 20–100 pM in
imaging buﬀer (1× TAE-Mg2+), flowed into the channel and
incubated for 2–3 min. Excess tweezer and fuel/antifuel
strands were removed by flowing 300–400 µL imaging buﬀer
through the channel. For the polyA experiment, the FRET
movie of the closed tweezer was recorded with 1 µM polyA
oligonucleotide added to the imaging buﬀer. The imaging
buﬀer containing oxygen scavenger system (OSS) composed of
50 nM protocatechuate dioxygenase (PCD, Sigma), 5 mM protocatechuate (PCA, Sigma) and 2 mM Trolox (Acros) to retard
photobleaching.34 In the total internal reflection microscope
(TIRFM), Cy3 was directly excited using a 532 nm laser (CrystaLaser CL532-050-L, 50 mW), and emission from Cy3 and Cy5
fluorophores was simultaneously recorded using an intensified
CCD camera (iPentamax, Princeton Instruments) at 100 ms
time resolution. The presence of an active FRET acceptor was
confirmed at the end of each experiment by the excitation with
a 640 nm red laser (Coherent CUBE 635-25C, 25 mW) as
described.34 The smFRET analysis of isolated Holliday junction was performed similarly except that a smaller field of view
(80 × 256 pixels) was imaged to achieve 16 ms time resolution.
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Fig. S6† shows representative fields of view from the
smFRET experiments of diﬀerent tweezers. smFRET time traces
were extracted from the raw movie files using custom-written
IDL (Research Systems) and analyzed using MATLAB (MathWorks) scripts, as previously described.34 The smFRET trajectories were screened for subsequent analysis based on the
following expected features:34 (1) single-step photobleaching;
(2) total fluorescence of Cy3 and Cy5 exceeding 300 counts per
frame; and (3) evidence of both Cy3 and Cy5 signal. A FRET
value was calculated as IA/(IA + ID), where IA and ID
represent the background corrected fluorescence intensities of
the acceptor (Cy5) and donor (Cy3) fluorophores, respectively.35
The raw fluorescence intensity traces were processed using
a non-linear filtering program adapted from published
approaches.36,37 Such nfilter analysis is useful to resolve
underlying populations in broadly distributed FRET data that
may otherwise be masked by noise. A set of casual and anticasual predictors [2 4 6 8] running forward and backward in
time, respectively, were used to smooth the donor and acceptor
traces. A window size (M) of 20 was used for the analysis.36
Smoothed FRET traces were then calculated from smoothed
donor and acceptor intensities as described above. FRET
histograms were constructed from the first 1000 frames of the
nfiltered data of each molecule. The mean FRET values were
obtained by Gaussian fitting of the FRET histogram.
Hidden Markov Modeling (HMM) of smFRET traces was
performed for the first 100 s observation time as described.35
We used a two-state model for all tweezers except for 1T5bp
(due to its inter-conversion to three FRET states, a three-state
model was used instead) to idealize the FRET data. Transition
Occupancy Density Plots (TODPs) were then obtained from
the idealized data using custom written MATLAB scripts.35
The HMM analysis was also used to count static/dynamic
molecules.
For estimation of IAD from smFRET data (IADFRET), please
see ‘Inter-arm distance (IAD) estimations’ below.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of DNA tweezers
AFM imaging protocol. 2 µL samples were deposited onto a
freshly cleaved mica surface (Ted Pella, Inc.) and left to adsorb
for 2 min. 50 µL of 1× TAE-Mg2+ buﬀer was added to the
sample, followed by 0.5 µL 100 mM Ni2+ to enhance DNA
adsorption onto the mica. The samples were scanned using a
SCANASYST-FLUID+ probe (Bruker, Inc.) in “Scanasyst in fluid”
mode on a Multimode 5 AFM with Nanoscope V controller
(Bruker Corporation). All AFM imaging was performed in solution at room temperature. For estimation of IAD from AFM
images (IADAFM), please see ‘Inter-arm distance (IAD) estimations’ below.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of DNA tweezers
Preparation of all-atom tweezer models. The sequence
topology of the tweezer base-plate, comprising all bps not in
the hairpin or dye linker motifs, was defined using the software caDNAno.38 The three-dimensional mechanical groundstate conformation was subsequently calculated and atomic
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structure generated using the finite element based modeling
framework CanDo39,40 assuming anti-parallel Holliday junctions (HJ).12 DNA duplexes were assumed to have geometrical
and mechanical properties consistent with B-form DNA. Axial
rise per bp equal to 0.34 nm, duplex diameter equal to
1.85 nm,13 and 10.5 bp per turn were assumed. The axial
stretching, bending, and torsional stiﬀnesses were assumed to
be equal to 1100 pN, 230 pNnm2 and 460 pNnm2, respectively.39 The all-atom PDB file generated using the atomic structure generation option in CanDo41 was subsequently ionized
and solvated in preparation for molecular dynamics. Thymine
linkers, when present, were added by extending the pertinent
strands using DS Visualizer’s Macromolecules Toolkit.42
Details of the modifications to attach the diﬀerent hairpin
motifs are described in ESI Section 4.† The all-atom system
was immersed in TIP3P43 water and explicit Mg2+ and Cl− ions
were added to neutralize DNA charges and set the simulation
cell Mg2+ ion concentration to 12.5 mM, consistent with
experimental conditions.
Explicit solvent MD. All simulations were performed using
the program NAMD244 with the CHARMM27 force field45,46
and Allnér Mg2+ parameters47 with an integration time step of
2 fs and periodic boundary conditions (PBC) applied in an
orthogonal simulation cell. The boundaries of the periodic
water boxes used for all simulations were constructed to be
three cut-oﬀs away from the solute (tweezer construct) in both
the X and Z directions, where Y runs along the long axis of the
construct. In the Y direction the boundaries were set to be 1.5
cut-oﬀs from the solute atoms on both sides of the box. With
this periodic setup, the tweezer constructs do not interact with
their mirror images across the boundaries, even at their
maximum deformations. van der Waals energies were calculated using a 1.2 nm cut-oﬀ with a switching function applied
from 1.0 to 1.2 nm. The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method48
was used to calculate full electrostatics with a minimum grid
point density of one per 0.1 nm. Full electrostatic forces were
computed every two time steps (equal to 4 fs) and non-bonded
forces were calculated at each time step (2 fs). Simulations
were performed in the NpT ensemble using the Nosé-Hoover
Langevin piston method49,50 for pressure control with an oscillation period of 200 fs and a damping time of 100 fs. Langevin
forces51 were applied to all heavy atoms for temperature
control (300 K) with coupling coeﬃcients of five per picosecond. All hydrogens were constrained to their equilibrium
lengths during the simulation and system configurations were
recorded every 1 ps for downstream analysis of coordinates.
Energy minimization was always performed on the orthogonal
simulation cell prior to dynamics using the conjugate-gradient
and line minimizer implemented in NAMD2, first on the
solvent and ions alone for 10 000 steps with all nucleic acid
atoms spatially constrained, followed by an additional 10 000
steps with all atoms unconstrained. All parameters for the
minimization were identical to those used for dynamics. The
system was then slowly heated (1 K per 10 ps) to 300 K and the
pressure was allowed to equilibrate to 1 atm prior to production run MD.
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Atomic distance calculations. The distance metric used to
monitor temporal tweezer arm fluctuations (IADMD, see ‘Interarm distance (IAD) estimations’ below for further details) is
defined as the distance between the O5′ atoms of the 5′ end
bases of the duplex segments of the T3 and T8 strands. Distances were calculated using the ProDy52 suite of trajectory
analysis functions. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) was
used to fit Gaussian distributions to each subpopulation in the
data and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)53 was used
to select the best-fitting number of Gaussians.
Calculation of HJ Jtwist values from MD simulations. Interduplex crossing angles, Jtwist,54 corresponding to the five inplane scissor motions of each HJ were calculated at each trajectory frame for each tweezer. For each junction, the duplex
arms were defined using the five bps flanking the strand crossover site on either side of the junction, for a total duplex arm
length of 10 bps. Local base-pair reference frames were fit to
every bp of each arm using the program Curves+55 to generate
a helical axis for each arm. Two linear axis vectors were then
generated by fitting a three-dimensional vector through the
helical axis nodes. The dihedral angle between the resulting
two linear vectors was used to define Jtwist, where a positive
value denotes a right-handed conformation and a negative
value denotes a left-handed conformation. A GMM and the
BIC were again used to fit multiple Gaussians to the subpopulations in the angle distributions from simulation.

to center data (0th order), remove tilt (1st order) and remove
bow (2nd, 3rd order). The Measure tool built in Image Window
was utilized to manually analyze the IADAFM between the inner
ends of two arms. Smaller view areas were zoomed in with Data
Zoom tool and moved to all scanning areas with the Pan tool.
The conformational sub-states of the closed tweezers
observed by smFRET (Fig. 2b) were not very obvious in the
IADAFM histograms (Fig. 2d and S20†). This is probably due to
surface perturbation of the tweezer conformation due to the
tight mica interaction. However, for a given tweezer, the overall
distribution of IADAFM and IADFRET were comparable when the
distances were binned equally to 0.5 nm (Fig. 2d).
IAD from MD simulation (IADMD). The IAD in MD simulation was defined as the distance between the O5′ atoms of
the 5′ end bases on the T3 and T8 strands. The IADMD for each
sub-population in a given construct was again determined
using GMM and BIC fitting.
In general, we observed a shorter IADMD of tweezers compared to IADFRET and IADAFM, which may be due to the timescale simulated (∼100–200 ns), which only captures local
conformational dynamics61 compared with smFRET that
samples considerably longer acquisition times of ∼100 ms, or
the presence of poly-thymine tails to tether dyes to the tweezer
arms. Notwithstanding, the relative pattern of the IADs among
the diﬀerent tweezers is in agreement with trends observed
experimentally.
Bulk measurement of tweezer-scaﬀolded G6pDH activity

Inter-arm distance (IAD) estimations
smFRET, AFM and MD each lead to slightly distinct estimates
of the IAD due to the inherent diﬀerences in the nature of the
underlying data (see our description below). Our aim was to
make the IADs as comparable with one another as possible, by
calculating them as follows. Nevertheless, a small variation
(∼0.5–1 nm) of the estimated IAD is expected between three
diﬀerent datasets.
IAD from smFRET (IADFRET). The IADFRET (equivalent to the
inter-dye distance, R) and the apparent FRET eﬃciency, Eapp,
were calculated as described56,57 from the equations:
Eapp ¼ c½1 þ ðR=R0 Þ6 1 ;
where c = 0.69, R0 = 54 Å, and
Eapp ¼

ICy5
ðϕCy5  ηCy5 Þ
ICy5 þ ICy3 
ðϕCy3  ηCy3 Þ

ϕ and η signify the fluorophores quantum yields and detector
channel eﬃciencies,53,54 respectively. The donor and acceptor
intensities ICy3 and ICy5, respectively, were corrected for
leakage of 20% of donor photons into the acceptor channel.
Since we compared FRET values among diﬀerent tweezer
designs without altering local environment of the dyes, use of
a literature value of R0 is justified.
IAD from AFM (IADAFM). AFM images were analyzed with
Veeco NanoScope Analysis software 1.20 (Build R1Sr3.64571).
Original images were first flattened to fit each line individually
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Bulk enzyme activity was measured for both opened- and
closed-state tweezers. 100 nM DNA tweezers assembled with
G6pDH/NAD+ were assayed with 100 µL of 1 mM glucose-6phosphate, 1 mM phenazine methosulfate and 500 µM resazurin in 1× Tris-buﬀered saline (TBS) buﬀer (50 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) with no magnesium ions added. The
same batch of protein–DNA and NAD+–DNA conjugates was
used to adequately compare the catalytic function among the
diﬀerent tweezer designs. The activity was measured by monitoring the fluorescence increase at 590 nm as described14 and
reported in Table S9.† The native gel characterization is shown
in Fig. S4.†
Single molecule measurement of tweezer-scaﬀolded G6pDH
activity
Using microscope slides with fluorescent beads as fiduciary
markers. For the single molecule enzyme assay, streptavidin
modified PEG slides ( prepared as described above) were incubated for ∼2 min with neutravidin coated fluorescent beads
(FluoSpheres, specifications: 0.04 µm, excitation/emission;
550/605, 1% solids, Invitrogen) at a 1 : 1 million dilution in 1×
T50 buﬀer, after which excess was flushed away with 400 μL of
the same buﬀer. These fluorescent beads (∼5–8 per field of
view) were used as fiduciary markers (Fig. S27†) to correct for
stage/slide drift over time. DNA tweezers carrying the enzyme/
cofactor pair at the ends of the arms was injected for surface
binding and a FRET movie recorded as described above.
During analysis of each movie, the photobleaching donor
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(Cy3) channel of the initial movie was mapped based on a
custom-written MATLAB script to the subsequent enzyme
assay movie using the fiduciary beads as reference. This
approach allowed us to keep track the locations (x- and y-coordinates) of all individual tweezers in a field of view even
after photobleaching the FRET fluorophores, to follow the
enzyme turnover over time at the predefined tweezer locations.
Imaging single enzyme activity. To measure the activity of
tweezer-scaﬀolded G6pDH, the enzyme assay was performed
on the same field of view after photobleaching the fluorophores. A substrate solution was prepared in 1× TBS buﬀer
( pH 7.5) containing 1 mM Mg2+ and 10% (w/v) PEG 8000
(Table S10†). The movie was recorded (35 ms camera acquisition time) immediately after injecting a substrate solution
that lacked one of the substrates, glucose-6-phosphate (G6p).
To compare the spiking behavior on the same field of view, a
complete substrate solution was injected and a movie was subsequently recorded for ∼5 min (9091 frames) using TIRFM. In
this single molecule assay, the activity of individual enzymes is
observed as fluorescent spikes in the fluorescence-time traces
due to formation of fluorescent resorufin through a catalytic
cascade reaction (Fig. S27†). Fluorescence fluctuations over
time were analyzed using a custom-written MATLAB script.
The script allowed us to measure the background intensity of
single molecule traces and set an intensity threshold to subtract from the raw traces. We used a high threshold (mean +
8 × standard deviation, SD) to minimize the chance of detecting a freely diﬀusing resorufin molecule. Since we typically
observed 1–3 spikes above this cut-oﬀ intensity in the control
experiments ((−)G6p), probably due to non-specific ( perhaps
photoinduced) formation of resorufin, only molecules with ≥4
spikes were counted as active enzymes and considered for subsequent spike train analysis. Note that a low frequency of fluorescent spikes is expected due to our low concentration of
substrate (50 nM resazurin, Table S10†), used to maintain a
low background.
Estimation of diﬀusion constant and elapsed time of
resorufin in 10% (w/v) PEG 8000. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient of
resorufin in the imaging buﬀer containing 10% (w/v) PEG
8000 is estimated using the Stokes–Einstein equation:
D¼

kB T
6πηr

where the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.3806488 × 10−23
m2 kg s−2 K−1; absolute temperature T = 298 K; viscosity of
10% (w/v) PEG 8000 η = 0.0089 kg m−1 s−1;58 and molecular
radius r = 0.3 × 10−9 m.59 Using these parameters, the
diﬀusion coeﬃcient D is estimated to be 8.18 × 10−11 m2 s−1.
The elapsed time of the resorufin diﬀusion (t ) is estimated
using the following equation:
t¼

x2
2D

Using the mean distance traveled x = 300 nm (the upper
bound of TIRF detection distance from the surface), it takes
approximately 0.6 ms for a resorufin molecule to diﬀuse out of
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the probe volume. However, this calculation is a lower estimate
of the elapsed time because the molecular radius was used
instead of the hydrodynamic radius, and the influence of
other reagents on viscosity such as glucose-6-phosphate (G6p),
resazurin and Mg2+ was not considered in the calculation for
the sake of simplicity. This dwell time suﬃces to render the
fluorescence signal detectable. By contrast, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of resorufin in water (η = 0.00089 kg m−1 s−1 (ref. 60)) at
298 K is 8.74 × 10−10 m2 s−1 and the corresponding elapsed
time is 0.06 ms. This calculation suggests that the use of 10%
(w/v) PEG 8000 slows down the diﬀusion of resorufin by at
least 10-fold, critical for its single molecule detection.
Relating spike intensity and catalytic turnover. To identify
the relationship between individual fluorescence spikes and
the catalytic turnover number, we monitored the spike intensity and fraction of molecules with fluorescence spikes over a
wide range of resazurin concentrations (0.5–100 nM,
Fig. S28†). Fluorescence intensity time traces were recorded on
TIRF microscope as described above except for the following
changes. The Cy3 labeled DNA modified G6pDH molecules
(G6pDH-(5′-TTTTTCCCTCCCTCC)-Cy3) were captured on a
PEG-streptavidin coated microscope slide using complementary capture oligonucleotides. For this, the slide was first incubated with 10 nM biotin-modified complementary DNA
oligoucleotide (5′-biotin-TTTTTGGAGGGAGGG) for 3 min, followed by 10 min incubation with 20–50 pM protein sample in
1× TAE-Mg buﬀer. After flushing out the excess protein, a
movie was recorded under 532 nm illumination to locate Cy3
(∼protein) molecules followed by the photobleaching of the
fluorophores. A series of movies were recorded on the same
field of view after injecting a substrate solution (Table S10†)
supplemented with 3 mM NAD+ and a variable concentration
of resazurin (Fig. S28†). For each resazurin concentration, the
average intensity of the spikes above the threshold was compared (Fig. S27†). While the fraction of molecules with spikes
increases with the increase in resazurin concentration, the
average intensity does not change with the resazurin concentration, suggesting that each spike corresponds to a single
substrate turnover.30
Spike train analysis. Spike train analysis was carried out
using a modified Rank Surprise (RS) method.31 Briefly, interspike intervals (ISIs) were determined by calculating the time
in between individual fluorescent spikes (Fig. S27†) for each
molecule. The RS method was used to demarcate the start and
end points of bursts after collecting ISIs for all molecules.
A maximum expected ISI length of 5 s was used as a threshold
to be included in a burst (Fig. S29†). Any sporadically appearing spikes outside a burst event are considered to be nonbursts.

Conclusions
In summary, we have used quantitative single molecule characterization and MD simulations to examine the sequence-level
origins of suboptimal performance of DNA-actuated enzyme
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nanoreactors. We discovered several specific yet generalizable
features of the original sequence design that resulted in suboptimal tweezer performance. Introducing a structure-guided
rational design strategy, we were able to systematically eliminate each of these defects by implementing modifications for
both the actuator and structural HJ elements. Our novel single
molecule enzyme assay confirmed two specific, independent
pathways to increased activity of the tweezer-actuated enzyme
nanoreactor in response to our design improvements that
resulted in proper closure and elimination of heterogeneity
among individual nanodevices. Because the design features
identified here are general to many other DNA nanostructures,
our work establishes guidelines for rationally improving the
performance of nanodevices including reactors, chemical and
biological sensors, as well as programmable nanomaterials.
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